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Abstract
While bandlimited wavelets and associated IIR filters have shown serious potential in
areas of pattern recognition and communications, the dyadic Meyer wavelet is the only
known approach to construct bandlimited orthogonal decomposition. The sine scaling
function and wavelet are a special case of the Meyer. Previous works have proposed a M
- Band extension of the Meyer wavelet without solving the problem. One key
contribution of this thesis is the derivation of the correct bandlimits for the scaling
function and wavelets to guarantee an orthogonal basis. In addition, the actual
construction of the wavelets based upon these bandlimits is developed. A composite
wavelet will be derived based on theM scale relationships from which we will extract the
wavelet functions. A proper solution to this task is proposed which will generate
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Proper design of M - Band filters for signal decomposition has proved to be one of the
most important design problems in the signal processing field in the three decades since
their introduction. A proper design promotes the optimal decomposition and
reconstruction of a signal into different spectral bands for the analysis of subbands.
Encoders that take advantage of the signals characteristic energies can be designed,
allowing for a better overall signal representation. Historically, a major difficulty in
designing these filters arises primarily due to their non ideal characteristics. Typically M
- Band filters generate aliasing that results in a distorted representation of the original
signal. It is certainly desired that any distortion introduced by the analysis and synthesis
process be minimized or at best, completely eliminated. When considering the design of
orthogonal filters, both the magnitude response and phase response need to be closely
examined. When decomposing a signal into two bands it has been shown that satisfying
both magnitude and phase requirements simultaneously yields a unique set of filters.
Although these filters provide for perfect reconstruction, they do not provide for good
frequency separation. If one of the conditions is relaxed, many useable two
- Band filters
can be generated. Quadrature Mirror Filters (QMF) are a set of such a filter banks.
Vaidyanathan, Vetterli, Nguyen, and others have shown that a particular set ofM - Band
filters, called paraunitary filter banks, can yield perfect reconstruction while maintaining
individual filter integrity.
Although the wavelet transform was initially introduced as a more flexible analysis tool
for signal representation than the Short Time Fourier Transform, it was quickly linked to
the theory ofM
- Band Filters. The pioneering efforts of Grossman, Morlet, Daubechies,
and Meyer allowed for the analysis tool to establish a firm mathematical standing while
the groundbreaking works of Daubechies and Mallat provided for a connection between
the wavelet transform and subband filtering [39, 40]. Recent works by Gopinath[3],
Vetterli[ll], Nguyen[35], Selesnick[33], Walter[37] and others have taken the wavelet
transform and combined it with the theory ofM
- Band perfect reconstruction filter banks
to generate a powerful signal processing tool. The advantage of the wavelet transform
over traditional filters becomes apparent with the spectral characteristics of the transform
and the fundamental properties of the resulting basis functions.
The recent works of Vaidyanathan[19], Stedden, Heller, Gopinath, Burrus [3] Vetterli,
Herkey [11], and Jones[4] have treated this subject in detail. Typically the resulting M
-
Band wavelets are generated using polyphase methods or optimization procedures. The
results are paraunitary FIR filterbanks that provide for perfect reconstruction. All of these
filters offer compact support and therefore result in a frequency response without bound.
In contrast, this thesis addresses the problem of designing an orthogonal bandlimited M -
Band perfect reconstruction filter bank. This problem was first touched upon in the work
of Jones [4] in the context of multi carrier modulation. It will be shown here that the
restrictions he placed on the design of the scaling function are insufficient to guarantee an
orthogonal decomposition. We will generate tighter constraints on our scaling function
that will result in a new filter bank design and therefore produce very different results.
This thesis will develop the theory of the M - Band wavelet transform and use it to
generate a new class of wavelets based on a bandlimited function. In Chapter 2 we will
provide a general background on M - Band filter banks and filter theory. Chapter 3 will
be dedicated to the introduction of the wavelet transform, the scaling function, mother
wavelet and associated filters. We will introduce the theory in the context of a two
-
Band signal analysis tool. The results will be extended in Chapter 4 so as to develop the
theory of the bandlimited orthogonal M
- Band wavelet transform. We will develop the
constraints and equations that need to be satisfied for the M - Band perfect reconstruction
filters, thereby linking the theory introduced in Chapter 2 with that of wavelets. With a
firm mathematical foundation provided, we will then proceed to develop our orthogonal
bandlimited M - Band scaling function, and wavelets. As a direct result of the
development the corresponding filter bank will also be provided. We will introduce the
concept of a composite wavelet that will act as a governing shell to all the remaining
wavelets embedded within the system once the scaling function has been determined.
This section will focus both on the magnitude and the phase response of each derived
wavelet. Chapter 5 will illustrate several design examples of the scaling function,
wavelets and associated filters for various values ofM. We will use on of these results to
decompose and reconstruct a signal so as to see the distortion introduced when
employing this method.
A brief word on notation. We will commonly replace PR for perfect reconstruction, FT
for Fourier transform and QMF for Quadrature Mirror Filters. We will use O(_y)to
represent the scaling function Fourier transform and (j>(t) to represent the time domain
equivalent. The corresponding filter to the scaling function will be denoted as H(G)) with
a time domain equivalent of h(n). The M-l wavelet filter Fourier transforms will be
described as Ym(<y) where me {0,l..._Vf -2} and y/m{t) where me {0,1...M -2} in the
time domain. The corresponding filters for each of these wavelets will be given as Gm(co)
for the frequency domain representation and gm(n) for the time domain representation
over the same range of m. In some special cases we will substitute Pi(co) for the above
















Figure 2.3 - The two - Band decomposition and reconstruction filter bank.
2.1 M- Band FilterBanks
For a two - channel filter bank the general representation for signal decomposition and
reconstruction is shown in Figure 2.3. A signal of interest is passed through two separate
filters Ho(co) and Hi(co) corresponding to a low pass and a high pass filter respectively.
Each filter output constitutes a frequency band of the input signal. It is clear that if each
of the signals bandwidth is half of the input signals bandwidth, the Nyquist sampling
theorem implies that we can resample the filtered outputs at half the rate while still
maintaining the original signals spectral integrity. However, in practice our filters are
never ideal and always contain some energy in the stop band past the cutoff frequency.
This implies that when the downsampling of our signal occurs, frequencies greater than
the cutoff frequency will be remapped to lower frequencies in our new band. This effect
of aliasing is of primary concern when designing filter banks. The output of these
decimators, vo(n) and vi(n), are signals that can be encoded or analyzed prior to
transmission or storage. When the signal is to be reconstructed, it will be done using a
reverse process of expansion. Each subband signal is upsampled and passed through a set
of reconstructive filters, Fo(z) and Fi(z). The outputs of these two filters are summed
together to get a reconstructed version of the original input signal. Ideally this
reconstruction should be a perfect replica of input signal with a possible unit sample shift
and constant gain multiplier.
Working backwards from Figure 2.3, we see that the output of the reconstruction
portion of the bank is given as
X(z) = Y0(z)F0(z) + Y,(z)F,(z)
Where both Y0(z) and Yi(z) are the outputs of the two interpolators. In the z domain
interpolation is given as
Y0(z) = V0(z2)
providing an output of
X(z) = V0(z2)F0(z) + V1(z2)F,(z) (2.1)
The Vn(z) terms in (2.1) consists of a primary term that represents the
"true"
filtered
signal and an aliasing term that represents that component of the signal that is greater
than the cutoff frequency, (Oc. The signal just prior to the decimator is represented as,
Xn(z) = X(z)Hn(z) where ne {0,l} (2.2)
The output of any given decimator is the sum of the primary and aliased terms
Vn (Z) =
- (x (zy>K (z/2 )+x(-z/2K (- zVl )) where n e {0,l} (2.3)
Substituting (2.3) back into (2.1) and rearranging allows us to arrive at
i(z) = ^(F0(zK(z)+F1(z)//1(z))+ ^)(F0(z)//0(-z)+F1(z)//1(-z)) (2.4)
The second term in equation (2.3) is the aliasing term. It is clear that this term causes






we can rewrite (2.4) as
X{z)=X{z)T{z)+X{-z)A{z) (2.5)
To completely remove the component of the signal attributed to aliasing we should
force the term A(z) in (2.5) to be zero. With this accomplished we are left with the
expressionX(z)= X(z)T(z). Recall that our goal is perfect reconstruction where we have
allowed ourselves a constant gain multiplier and some integer sample delay. This implies
that our T(z) function must reduce to the form
T{z)-c-z





The expression given in (2.7) implies that we require a constant multiplier and linear
phase to generate perfect reconstruction of our input signal. If in the above system we




then we have a set of filters that completely satisfy our PR constraints. In addition all
analysis and synthesis filters can all be determined from the single prototype filter, Ho(co).
This form, introduced by Smith and Barnwell in 1986, is commonly referred to as a
Quadrature Mirror Filter (QMF). Although by definition a QMF is a set of four filters,
the term has become synonymous with any set of M filters that act as an analysis and
synthesis pair. Typically they are denoted by the number of channels in the filter bank, or
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Figure 2.4 - M - Band decomposition and recomposition filter bank
One advantage of this system that does not readily occur in the two
- Band case is that
perfect reconstruction can be obtained while still designing a filter bank with
"good"
pass
band and stop band characteristics.
Vaidyanathan [46] showed that the filter bank in
Figure 2.4 can result in perfect reconstruction if certain design criteria are met. Again we
desire the output of the reconstruction filter bank to be a shifted and possibly scaled,
version of the filter bank input. To derive the requirements for perfect reconstruction we
will start by creating an expression for the
mth
analysis filter, Hm(co), output in terms of
the system input. Therefore, for each subband signal prior to the decimation we can write
Xm(z)=X(z)Hm{z) where me {0,1...M-l}
The output frequency response of each analysis filter is such that the resulting
bandwidth is a factor of M less than the input signals bandwidth. With the signal Xm(z)
being bandlimited by %/M, we can pass the result into a decimator that down-samples the
signal by a factor ofM without any loss in signal integrity. However because we are now
decimating into M bands as opposed to two we need to account for the additional alaising
terms that are introduced due to the non - ideal nature of the filter Hm(co). In the z domain
the down-sampling results in a new signal Vm(z) defined as




In a real world system it is these signals that get encoded for storage or transmission.
Figure 2.4 shows the steps required to reconstruct the original signal from the M
decimated representations. These signals, Vm(z), are passed through a bank of expanders,
up-sampling the signal by a factor of M. Up-sampling essentially inserts M-l zeros in
between each valid sample of vm(n) to generate new signals ym(n). The act of
up-
sampling can be represented in the z domain as
YJz) = Vm(zM) = jfXHm(zW!)x(zW>)
Each up-sampled signal Ym(z) is passed through the reconstruction filter Fm(z) to result
in a subband output. The final output of the system is the sum of all the resulting subband






If we now define a new function A, (z) = j] Fm {z)Hm
(zWl





Clearly the equation in (2.9) allows us to represent the reconstructed output as a
function of the original input and M-l terms of signal aliasing. We can express the sum
given in (2.9) as a matrix equation. This allows us to generate an expression in which we
can remove each of the undesired aliasing components while enforcing our PR

















or in simpler notation
A{z) = H{z)F{z) (2.11)
where we have absorbed the M scaling factor into our desired A(z). Forcing the
appropriate conditions on A in (2.11) allows us to generate a filter bank defined by H(co)
that is representative of a QMF. We therefore define A(z) such that all aliasing
components are identically zero and the only contributing portion of the signal is a result






and solve for the proper unknowns in (2.11) to obtain the final filter design. The H(z)
matrix shown in (2.10) is commonly referred to as the Alias Component (AC) matrix.
2.2 Paraunitary FilterBanks
Paraunitary filter banks are a special class of perfect reconstruction filter banks. They
have the added benefit of allowing the designer to generate synthesis filters directly from
the design of the analysis filters. The causal transfer matrix for a paraunitary filter, H(z),
satisfies H (z)H (z) = ci for all z. These conditions come directly from the orthogonal
nature of the analysis filters. One useful property of the paraunitary matrix is that for all




This is known as the power complementary (PC) condition and will be pivotal in future
sections with the design of ourM - Band orthogonal bandlimited wavelet construction. In
the dyadic case, the high pass filter can be written as a function of the low pass filter in
the analysis filter bank as
h,{n) = {-l)"h;{L-n) (2.13)
The equation given in (2.13) provides us with a method to calculate the high pass filter
taps once we are aware of the design of the low pass filter. The synthesis filters can be
11
found by solving for F in (2.11). It can be shown that in the dyadic case the synthesis
filters are such that F0{z)= z~NH0{z) and
F,(z)=
z~NH,{z) [46]. In the time
domain this is
represented as the complex conjugate of the mirrored analysis filter, or
f0{n) = h^{L-n) (2.14)
f,(n) = hl{L-n) (2.15)
Utilizing the paraunitary conditions above an entire two
- channel perfect reconstructive




Wavelets have emerged as a powerful field in signal analysis over the past thirty years.
Key results introduced by Meyer[27, 40], Daubechies[39], Vetterli[11,42] and many
others have allowed this branch of mathematics to grow into a mature field of study.
Introduced initially by the Hungarian born Mathematician Aldred Haar, wavelets started
out as a strictly mathematical curiosity. Published as an appendix in his doctoral thesis,
Haar showed that a dilated and shifted function could generate orthogonal systems of
functions. It was not until the mid seventies, while working at an oil company, did Jean
Morlet actually formally develop the theory of wavelets. He developed the theory to
overcome the shortcomings of the STFT. Morlet was the first to generate a "mother
wavelet"
and apply the theory to analyze signals using multi-resolution analysis.Working
with Alex Grossman the two showed that the transform could decompose a signal and
recompose it while maintaining signal integrity. This was a critical step in the
development of the wavelet theory. The multi-resolution theory of wavelets was formally
developed by Meyer and Mallat in the late 1980s. This provided further theory for
developing specific wavelets and scaling functions based on the application of interest. It
was not until Ingrid Daubechies made the connection between wavelets and filter bank
theory did the transform become the useful to signal processing.
13
In their most basic form, wavelets are signal analysis tools, similar to Fourier analysis,
that decompose a signal into spectral components. The wavelet transform is unlike its
Fourier transform cousin, in that it provides time domain information while also
providing for frequency content. Unlike the Fourier's
e~"*
,
the wavelet transform does
not have predefined basis functions. Instead wavelets and scaling functions are designed
as orthogonal functions based on a strict set of rules that, in the end, govern the shape of
each function. Determining a wavelet basis has proved to be a fairly difficult task.
Daubechies developed a set of rules that can be applied to generate wavelets with
compact support[39]. Meyer applied the rules to generate some of the first known
bandlimited wavelet functions [40], which are of particular interest to this thesis
development. There is abundant literature available in this area, interested readers are
referred to the works [2][3][31]-[38],[39]-[43].
3.1 Basic Wavelet Theory
The wavelet, y/(t) , is defined as a continuous time function
with zero mean and finite
energy. Expressed in mathematical notation, this function therefore must satisfy the
conditions imposed in both (3.1) and (3.2) below.
\y/(t)dt = 0 (3.1)
\\y/{t\ -c where c< (3.2)
These conditions create functions that are oscillatory in nature and tend to zero as t
14
approaches infinity. In addition wavelets must satisfy the so called Admissibility
Condition in (3.3). The condition guarantees that any wavelet transform will have an
inverse, allowing the developer to completely reconstruct the signal from the signal








Wavelet and scaling functions can be either bandlimited or can have compact support in
time. These two possibilities result in functions that behave differently and have
advantages and disadvantages in implementation. The literature found throughout this
field typically focuses on compactly supported wavelets. This is primarily due to the
well-understood and simple means of FIR filter implementation. These filter
implementations, however, do have a pitfall due to their compactly supported nature.
They will have an infinite frequency response, causing signal leakage into the designed
filters stop band. In addition these wavelets tend not to have
smooth band edges and can
result in choppy looking functions. This phenomenon can clearly be seen when
examining any of the Daubechies wavelet
functions. The alternative approach is to utilize
a bandlmited wavelet. This results in a smooth function that does not pass signal into the
filters stop band. The clear disadvantage is in
the complexity of the filter implementation
due to the IIR nature of the inverse Fourier transform. Figure 3.1 provides one possible
bandlimited wavelet function commonly referred to as the Meyer wavelet. In order to
maintain orthogonality of the scaling
function and wavelet, very tight rules must be
15
applied to the function in the frequency domain that governs the pass band, stop band and
transition band of the scaling functions Fourier transform.
MeyerWavelet




60 40 -20 0 20 40 E0
Figure 3.1 The time domain representation of theMeyer Wavelet
Like the Fourier transform, the wavelet transform uses a set of basis functions to
decompose a signal into its constituent parts. These basis functions form a tight
frame[39,40]. For our purposes we will define a tight frame to be a set of functions such
that any f(t) can be composed using the functions that span the tight frame. The function
f(t) will be generated using a weighted sum of the basis functions where the weights are
determined as the projection of the basis functions with the function f(t) itself. Because
wavelets form a nested subspace the transform must be expressed in terms of dilated
versions of a single prototype function, commonly referred to a the mother wavelet.
Conceptually the transform dilates and shifts this function, \|/(t), by factors a and b
respectively. When a function f(t) is projected onto these dilated functions the result is a










The constant factor -j- in each basis function is present so as to normalize the analysis
function to unit energy. Substituting (3.5) back into the definition of the transform we get
a final expression for the continuous wavelet transform.
W{a,b) = -^]f{tyab(t)dt (3.6)
The variables of the transform, a and b, control the dilation and shift amount of the
mother wavelet respectively. It is these two parameters that provide for the time-
frequency representation offered by the wavelet transform. If our wavelet satisfies the




f(r)=^ I I ri2"wMK_,(0<k<* o.7)
ca=_Li=L|fl|
where C is the constant defined in (3.3).
3.2 The Discrete Wavelet Transform
The continuous transform that is described above fits nicely into a situation where we
want to visualize the structure of a signal. It does not however readily lend itself to digital
signal processing. Daubechies showed that the redundancy of the continuous transform
17
can be removed and a discrete time equivalent can be developed [39]. We start by




This new function, called the scaling function, must have unit energy and be orthogonal
to integer translates of itself. This implies that each translate is linearly independent and
the set \(f){t-n)} where n is an integer, forms a basis for a linear vector space. We will







Equation (3.8) defines a linear vector space, Vk. This dilation implies that for increasing k
the corresponding vector space, Vk, generates coarser and coarser approximation of
L2{R}. Hence for any function f(t) that resides within Vk, f(2t) must completely be
contained within Vk-i- If we further define the vector space such that every vector in Vk
must also be in Vk-i, then we can write the basis function (|)(t) in terms of a linear




We now develop a frequency domain representation of the results provided in (3.9). It
was defined that our scaling function must satisfy the following orthogonality constraint
(<p{t),</)(t-n)) = d{n) (3.10)




This formula will be used in many locations through out the remainder of our
development and should be noted as a direct result of the orthogonality constraint placed
on our basis functions (j)(t). We will now show if we satisfy the orthogonality constraints
on the scaling function and if {(p(t-k): for k integer} forms a nested subspace [40], then
the c(n) in (3.9) satisfies the power complementary condition given in (2.12). We define








which has a FT of
20(2tf>) = C(_tf)l>M (3.14)
The discrete nature of c(n) results in the function C(co) being 27. periodic. Shifting the
results in (3.14) by an amount 2jik results in
19
2(2co+ 4nk)=C{a) + 2nk)(a) + 2nk) (3-15)
Taking the magnitude squared of both sides and summing over k gives
4^>(> +
4;^2
= \c{a)fYJ\{< + 2nkf (3.16)
k k
The summation on the right-hand side of (3.16) is nothing more than the Poisson





We now make the substitution of
co'







Ifwe add both (3.17) and (3.18) together we get
4^\{2co + 4nkf +4j]|0(2 + 2^ + 4^3.f =\c{tvf +\C{tv + frf (3.19)
_ it
Close examination reveals that the two summations on the left-hand side of (3.19) are
nothing more that the even and odd terms of k in the Poisson summation formula
reducing (3.19) to our final form of
4 = |c(fi>)|2+|c(__>+ (3.20)
3.3 Approximation ofa Signalf(t) with Scaling Function <jtt)
In the above section we have developed an orthogonal set of basis functions that will
approximate any function in L2{R}. We will
now use this <|>(t) to approximate an arbitrary
function f(t). We start by assuming knowledge of a set of coefficients a(k,n) such that for
some decomposition level k
20
/*(0= X0(2"^-"M^") (3-2D
Therefore at some arbitrary resolution k and the previous coarser resolution k+1, we
define the difference between these two approximations as the detail lost in transitioning
from the finer space to the coarser space. This is the same as projecting the finer
approximation fk(t) onto space Vk+i. We transition from signal space Vk to signal space
Vk+i with some error signal defined as gk+1{t) =
fk{t)- fk+l(t). The error, gk+i(t), is
contained completely within the signal space Vk and is orthogonal to the signal fk+i(t). It
would be plausible to reconstruct some signal fk(t) be retaining a single course
approximation and a series of detail functions captured when moving from vector space
Vn to Vn+i. We will define the wavelet function \|/(t) that will be used to capture the detail
lost when moving to a coarser subspace. This wavelet function, as with the scaling
function, must obey some simple rules of construction. Firstly it must integrate to zero
\y/(t)dt-0
In addition the wavelet must have unit energy
$\y/{tfdt = l (3.22)
and its integer translates must be orthogonal to shifted versions of itself.
(y/{t),y(t-n)) = d(n) (3.23)
An additional constraint is that this new function must also be orthogonal to shifted
versions of the scaling function. This is
because \j/(t) exists completely within the
previous finer signal space from (|)(t).
21
(>(0.^-n)) = 0 (3#24)
Equation (3.24) allows us to define \|/(t) in terms of translates of the scaling function in
the previously finer domain.
p{t) = ^din^t-n) (3.25)
The coefficients, d(n), satisfy similar properties to those in the scaling function definition
and using similar development as in (3.20) we can write d(n) in the frequency domain as
\D{cof+\D{6) +xf
= 4 (3.26)
The orthogonal nature of equation (3.24) along with the definitions in (3.20) and (3.26)
let us write a final equation relating the two frequency responses C(co) and D(co)
C{tv)D'
{a) +C{cO+ 7l)D*{(Q + 7r) = 0 (3.27)
where the * denotes the complex conjugate. The results of (3.20), (3.26) and (3.27) can
be combined into one compact matrix equation.




+ k) D*{a>+ 7i;)
The commutative nature of (3.28) provides us with a mechanism to swap the order of the
matrix multiplication without affecting the integrity of the result
C{co) D*{a>)
C*{co + 7r) D*{co+ 7t)
C{co) C{co+
D{co) D{co + 7t)
41 (3.29)
Equation (3.29) defines our system in detail and provides some interesting implications
that relate the theory of wavelets to that of filter banks. If we look back to the previous
section on M - Band filtering we see that the above equation defines a paraunitary filter
bank. This implies that the two functions C(co) and D(_o) are actually low pass and high
pass filters respectively. This follows our intuition as the C(co) is developed from the
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approximation function and the D(co) is developed from the detail information. Typically
low pass filtering provides an approximation or averaging of the original signal whereas
the high pass filtering preserves the signals detail information. From (3.29) we can write
three filtering equations found in (3.30)-(3.32).
\C{o)f+\D{cof=4 (3.30)
\c{co+nf + \D{co +xf
= 4 (3.31)
C{a))C*{a)+ 7r) + D{co)D*{co+ 7r)
= 0
(332)










This simplifies our formula in (3.27),(3.30),(3.31) to
\H{0)f +\G{0)f=l (3.34)
\H{co+xf +\G{co+xf =1 (3.35)
H{6))G*{a))+H{co+ x)G*{cD + x)
= 0
(3.36)
We have defined a complete QMFB that satisfies the paraunitary condition. This implies
that if we create a prototype filter H(co) from a valid scaling function (|)(t) then we can
quickly determine the analysis and synthesis filters H(co) as a prototype function. A
simple table is provided below to illustrate the development of the analysis and synthesis
filters. The analysis filters are in the first column and the corresponding synthesis filters
are in the second column. The only filter that needs to be determined using the governing
rules is the scaling filter h(n). The remaining three filters fall out directly as a result of the
paraunitary conditions.
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Analysis Filters Synthesis Filters
Low Pass
h(n) determined by






We can now reduce the process of performing the wavelet transform to a technique of
low pass and high pass filtering. As discussed in the section on general filter banks, we
can down-sample the signal output of a filter whose bandwidth is half of the original
signals bandwidth by a factor of two without loss of signal information. If we apply the
scaling filter and wavelet filter, as shown in Figure 3.2, we can follow the filtering with a
decimation. This generates a course approximation, ai(n) and a detail function, di(n). The
low pass approximation is then passed through the same bank of filters and again
decimated. This process continues until the desired resolution is reached. The end result
is a series of detail functions and a single coarse approximation function. The reverse
process is used to recombine the signal from its constituent parts. A schematic of the
analysis and synthesis banks are found in Figure 3.2.
Analysis Bank
__(__)

















Figure 3.2 - Analysis and synthesis wavelet filter banks
3.4 Bandlimited Wavelets
Typically wavelets developed for signal processing have compact support in time
resulting in FIR filters. Many recent papers have been written on the development of FIR
wavelet filter banks[5][9-10][12-13],[32],[34]. The Daubeichies wavelet has become one
of the most recognized wavelets in the signal processing community. This wavelet and
scaling function, seen in Figure 3.3, results in a compactly supported filter, clearly
implying that the frequency response is without bound. The frequency response of the
Daubechies scaling function and wavelet can be seen in Figure 3.4. Compactly supported
filters will always result in aliasing due to the impulse response of the filter.
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Daubechies 4 Tap Scaling Function Daubechies 4 Tap Wavelet Function
Figure 3.3 - The Daubechies 4 tap scaling function and wavelet in time
Depending on the application, the smoothness of the wavelet can be critical in the
implementation of the design. A smooth wavelet helps isolate edges and features in a
signal. We tend to desire wavelets that have some degree of smoothness over those that
appear chaotic by nature. One common metric of smoothness is the Holder exponent [43]
which is essentially a measurement of local differentiability. We can conclude that the
four tap Daubechies wavelet has a low Holder exponent and is actually differentiable
only once. The implication is that there is a slow decay in the frequency domain which
does not allow for frequency localization of events. Although there are many Daubechies
wavelets of varying lengths, we need a large number of filter taps to generate a smooth
wavelet that is M times differentiable. Our design will focus on wavelets that are
infinitely differentiable and therefore smooth by definition.
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Figure 3.4- Magnitude frequency response of the Daubechies four tap scaling function and wavelet.
3.5 TheMeyer Wavelet
The Meyer wavelet is a continuous time wavelet that is band-limited over the range
0<(H<4k/3. This band limitedness causes the wavelet to be IIR, but despite this apparent
disadvantage, the filter is practical and offers both good time and frequency resolution
[2]. The Meyer wavelet has also been shown to be closely related to the raised cosine
function prominent in communications [31] [37]. This naturally leads to designs in
communication systems that take advantage of this relationship. W.W. Jones proposed a
M - Band filter based on the Meyer wavelet that was used for orthogonally multiplexed
communications or multi carrier modulation. Rao, Bopardikar, and Adiga [1] showed that
the Meyer wavelet naturally arises in subsampled bandlimited processes. They illustrated
that the reconstruction filter banks can optimally recreate a sub sampled bandlimited
signal if the resultant samples are passed through a filter that is derived from a Meyer
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wavelet. It is also well known that in communication systems that a filter can provide for
optimum signal detection and energy compaction when the filters spectrum is matched to
that of the signal that is being detected. Rao and Chapa further illustrated in [2] that the
bandlimited Meyer wavelet can be directly designed to optimally match the magnitude
and phase of a known signal while still preserving the wavelets orthogonality. A detailed
development of the Meyer wavelet and scaling function can be found in their paper,
primary results that pertain to this work are reproduced below.
We start by defining the half band of the scaling function as being the positive
bandwidth of the frequency response <_>(co), which clearly must be less than k. Therefore,






= 1 for 0<co<2k (3.37)
If the half band frequency of O(oo) is defined to be c_m, then from our discussion above
com
> n . Ifwe define the excess bandwidth that is greater than n as a we can write
o)m=n + a
(3i38)
where a >0. Utilizing the reduced Poisson Summation formula given in (3.37) we can
see that the bandlimited nature of the scaling function forces us to write the following
restrictions on <_>(to) to satisfy the summation.
|0(/y)|2
= 1 for \co\ <{n-a)
,
(3.39)
\&{cof =1 for {n
-
a)
< \co\ < {k + a)
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Figure 3.5-Meyer wavelet frequency response The
structure is above is defined as a result of the Poisson
summation formula
Figure 3.5 illustrates how these two functions overlap and interact with one another to




This equation allows us to develop the frequency response of the associated low pass
filter with the knowledge of the frequency response of the scaling function, <&(c_).
Knowing that <_>(2co) is a compressed version of <_>(co), we can generate regions of
support for the filter H(co) with the definition in (3.40). Recall that h(n) is a discrete time
filter, which implies that the frequency response, H(co), is 2ii periodic. Because the





















Figure 3.6- Regions of support for theMeyer low pass filter. Gray
regions represent regions of transition from pass band to stop band.
Limiting ourselves to the range 0<ox27i we see the filter H(co) is exactly zero in the
n + a
region < co < k+a and the shifted version is identically zero in the range defined
2>7t a










This value is absolutely crucial to the development of theMeyer wavelet and will prove
to be even more important when we expand our development to the M - Band case. Any
value of a that exceeds this will cause filter overlap and violate the rule dictated by
(3.26). It should be noted that the Poisson Summation formula operates only on the
magnitudes of the scaling function and places no restrictions on the phase of the solution.
This implies that a phase solution to the scaling function needs to be developed as a
separate step in the development process. Now that a limitation has be derived for the a
term, a scaling function can be generated directly from the results in (3.39). The design
now reduces to determining appropriate transition bands that satisfy the Poisson
summation formula, graphically depicted in Figure 3.6. We can do this by finding a









in region {n-a)<co<{n + a)





g(co), for {n-a)<co<{n + a)




for {2n-2a)<co<{2n + 2a)
2 J
0, for w<{2n + 2a)
The FT of the wavelet defined in (3.43) is shown in the figure below. Make notice of
the locations of the 3dB points in this figure as it becomes necessary to utilize this in
subsequent sections of theM - Band design.
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Figure 3.7- TheMeyer wavelet spectrum magnitude.
Notice the 3dB points occur at ji and 2% respectively.
As in (3.40) there is a corresponding filter equation for the wavelet
\|/(t). If we take the




2V{2a>) = D{co){co) (3.44)
This in conjunction with the definition of the function g(n) in (3.33) provides an





The above development does not illustrate the phase solution of the wavelet. This is
covered in detail for the dyadic case in [2].
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Chapter 4
M - BandWavelet Development
We now have developed much of the foundation that is required for the M-Band
wavelet design. We have illustrated the basic principles that govern M - Band filter
theory and the theory for wavelet analysis. A synthesis routine for the Meyer scaling
function, wavelet function and the corresponding filters have been presented. We will
now generate a M - Band wavelet filter bank based on a non-trivial extension of the
results in the previous sections. We will first develop the magnitude response for the
scaling function and wavelets in similar way that was presented above. Once the Poisson
summation formula has been appropriately satisfied, we will generate phasing details for
the corresponding wavelets so as to maintain orthogonality across all filters.
4.1 M- Band Theory ofWavelets
Assume that we are given some signal, /(f) e V_, that we wish to break up into M
separate banks. It is desirable that the original filtered signal can be reconstructed without
error due to aliaising or amplitude distortion. We
know that Vk is the space that contains
the vectors to approximate f(t) as fk(t). We have also illustrated that Vk-i is the next finer
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and Wk e Vk_, . Here we have used Wk to represent the total detail lost in moving from a
finer resolution to the next coarser one. There are howeverM-l bands of detail space that
we need to consider. Each band will contain some detail information about the original
signal that will need to be captured when translating from Vk_i to Vk. Rewriting (4.1) to
account for this generates
^=8^ (4-2)
m=0 j=k
We have used m to represent the detail space in question. This implies that there are M-l
signals that need to be determined in order to capture all the detail lost when performing
this projection. We will denote these signals as ekm(t) where k is the level of the
decomposition and m represents the band that we are decomposing. These functions
represent the signal lost in each band when the transform is made. A simple symbolic
diagram is shown in Figure 4.1 and capture this.
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k-l
Figure 4.1 - M - Band details and approximation f(t)k used to
generate the next finer resolution approximation of f(t)
We let (j)(t) be the scaling function and i|/m(t), m=0,l,...M-2, be the wavelets in a M - Band
orthogonal decomposition. For M - Band systems the scaling function, tyt), is designed to be
orthogonal to integer translates of itself across all scales. This implies
{(/>(t\<p(t-n)) = d(n) (4J)
Taking the Fourier Transform of (4.3), provides the well known Poisson summation formula.
^\{co+2nkf =1 -~<fc<oo (4>4)
k
To generate a multi-resolution decomposition, we must allow for <|)(t) to be reconstructed from
integer shifts from the previous finer resolution
0{t)= Y,c(n)0(Mt-n) (4.5)
for scalars, c(n), ne Z . This becomes in the frequency domain
M(Mco) = C(o))o(ta)
(4 6)
Where C(co)- y\c(n)e~'" and O(co) is the FT of c()(t). The corresponding equation for the M-l
wavelets and their associated filters can be found using the same principles
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MVm(Ma)) = Dm(co)(<o), m =0,l...M-2
(4J)
These relationships, referred to as the 2 - Scale relationships, relate the FT's of the scaling
function and wavelets, namely O(co) and 4/m(co), to the digital filter frequency responses, C(co)
and Dm(co) respectively. For our development we normalize the filters by defining
M M







We start with the results in (4.6), simplified with the use of (4.8), and substitute in the
expression co = co + 2nk . Taking the magnitude squared of the result and summing both
sides over k we obtain
Y\{Mco + 2nMkf =\H{cofY,ft{co+2nkf (4-10)
k k
The result on the left hand side of (4.10) can be simplified using the Poisson summation
formula,
Y}&{Mco + 2nMkf =\H{cof (4>11)
k
We also know from the Poisson summation formula that
Y\{Mco+ 2nkf =1 (4.12)
k
Returning to (4.11) we see that this equation provides us with the 2rckM terms (0, 2kM,
4kM..
.)
of (4. 12). If we substitute co = cot-., into (4. 1 1) we arrive at
YJ\{Mco +Mn + 2nMkf =\H{co+nf (4-13)
k










(4.14)Y^{Mco + 2nk} =
k m=0
Recognizing that the first summation is nothing more than what we presented in (4.12)
provides us with the result that we set out to prove in (4.9).
Similar methods can be used to provide equivalent results for the wavelet functions and
filters frequency responses, ^(co) and Gm(co). Unlike the two - Band case where there is
a single scaling function and a corresponding wavelet, the M
- Band system has M-l
wavelet functions that we will reference as ^(co) where me {0,1...M -2}. The results






= 1 where me {0,1...M -2} (4.15)
Finally we are interested in how the scaling filter and each wavelet filter interact with
one another in the frequency domain. We know that each wavelet function can be
expressed as a weighted sum of the scaling function at previous resolution. This is simply
the M - Band extension of the two dimensional rule that we established in the previous
section.
WnM)
= 2X(nMM' ~ ") (4-16)
n
We also have established that the scaling function must be
orthogonal to each wavelet in
the M - Band system of wavelets. This can be written as
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{Wm(t),0{t - 1))
=X<(n)(^(Mf - n),<f>{t - 1))
n





allowing us to write (4.17) as
(r.,*-i))=Z-W^ (4..9,
As stated above, the scaling function and each wavelet must be orthogonal, which implies






The same rules apply to the wavelet functions themselves, each wavelet should be
orthogonal to every other wavelet in the M
- Band system. Using the same methods that
we used to arrive at (4.20), it can easily be shown that
^--, d (n-Ml) ,
2_,dm(n)^- = 0 where m,pe {0,1...M -2) and m* p (4.21)





















= 0 for each me {0,l...Af-2}
= 0 for each m,pe {0,1 ...M - 2} where m p
where we have used the formula in (4.8) to put the results in terms if the H(co) and Gm(co)
filters. This development leads us to a compact result that can be written in a matrix form.
Combining the results of (4.9), (4.15) and (4.22) we can write the following summation
form shown in (4.23), which provides the properties of the scaling and wavelet filters that
become crucial to our development. Define P0(O)) =H{0)) and Pt{co) = G^Q}) for
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i e {1,2. . . M - 1}, where H(co) and Gm(co) are the frequency responses of the discrete time filters
in (4.8). The orthogonality conditions on the scaling filters and wavelet filters lead to (4.23) [46]
i
_,., 2mn\n( Iran
| CO + \P\ (0+
M \ M
-.Si. fori, j e {0,1...M-l} (4.23)






































The commutative nature of (4.24) allows us to reverse the order of the above multiplication
while maintaining the equations integrity. Performing this operation and expanding the results,




4.2 M - BandBandlimitedOrthogonal WaveletDesign
We start with the basic filter equation given in (4.26) where we have normalized (4.6) using the
expression in (4.8).
{Mo))=H(co){g)) (426)
Assume O(co) is bandlimited to a frequency com,
i.e. O(co)=0 for |co|>cOm. Then, from (4.26),




The Poisson Summation formula clearly indicates that the scaling function must have a
bandwidth that is greater than ti. We therefore rewrite the oom as
}-=7C + CC
(4.28)
Where a is some value greater than zero. From (4.26) we can also determine that
\<b(a)f =\ for Q<a<7r-a
\<t>(a>f =0 fora>7i+a
We turn now to the filter that is defined by the scaling function in (4.26). The filter, H(oo), is
discrete which forces the frequency response to be 2u periodic. For our purposes we will write
this as
H(a)) = H(a) + 2n) =H*(2n-co)
(430)
This, with the Poisson Summation formula, allows us to define regions of support for the filter







2kH[co) = Q for <_y<
M I \ M
The periodic nature of H(co) implies that we can write at the boundary of (4.3 1)
T*-^r-J=T m r (4-32)
We have attempted to depict the boundaries defined from the above conditions in Figure
4.2 below. The solid line shows the
"ideal"
filter H(co) and the dotted line shows the
shifted version of the filter by 2n. It should be recognized that this is simply a visual aid
in deriving an expression for a. Clearly, as illustrated below, these two functions do not
satisfy the rules dictated above. It is for this reason that we need to define the strict













Figure 4.2 - Boundary conditions for the H(co) filter frequency response. The extreme case is
determined when the two band edges of H(co) and H(2ti-Q)) coincide.
In the ideal (non-realizable) case a would be identically zero. This would place the
transition band for H(co) exactly at 7i/M and the defined stop band at n. This results
situation as in Figure 4.3a.
Extreme caseIdeal case
H(at)








2M - 1 te - a
/M
-n-a \
Figure 4.3a, 4.3b - Band extremes for theMeyer scaling function
The other boundary condition is when the stop
band of the H(co) filter lines up directly
with the start of the transition band in the shifted version.
This case provides us with the
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limit that is necessary for the development of our a term and is shown in Figure 4.3b.
The regions shaded in gray indicate the transition bands of our filters. As mentioned
above these diagrams are merely tools for visualization and are not intended to depict the
actual filters themselves. The specified regions illustrated are simply regions of support
for the filters, this idea is that the filter is not equal to zero and less than one in the
regions shown in gray. They are identically zero where the boundaries are zero and
identically one in the enclosed white regions. From Figure 4.3b we can determine the











To guarantee a valid scaling function the transition
band must satisfy the Poisson Summation
formula. We write this as
1 0<co<n-a
\<$>{co\ = y{co) n-a<co<K + a (4.35)
0 otherwise
The y(<>) is a function that
satisfies the transition band defined by the Poisson Summation
formula
+ y{2n-co)2=l (4.36)
If we let M=2 in (4.34) we see that it does indeed
reduce to the expected value in the two
-
Band Meyer wavelet case which was the
result ofW.W. Jones in [4], however we will show in
subsequent sections that tighter bounds on
must be placed on (4.33) to generate an orthogonal
bandlimited M - Band wavelet basis. Clearly the concept
of the expression in (4.34) is closely
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related to the roll-off factor of the square root raised cosine (SRRC) function, as shown in [31].
The exact relationship of the a parameter and the roll off factor is described in Appendix A. The
function in (4.33) incorrectly implies that when we extend to the M - Band case, we increase the
range under which the SRRC roll-off factor generates a valid scaling function.
4.3 The Composite Wavelet andEmbedded Wavelets
In the previous section the magnitude of the scaling function for an orthogonal M
- Band
bandlimited wavelet system was clearly defined. We have yet to
determine the wavelets
themselves. To accomplish this the concept of a composite wavelet will be introduced. The





From our previous discussions on wavelet filters, we can establish that
0.5_- (4.38,
This, in combination with (4.7) and (4.23) leads to
the results in (4.39). A proof of this is
provided in Appendix B.
M-l
i|2
\<p<a>f = \<b{Ma>f + I|m (M(o\
(4-39)
m=0
The expression in (4.37) has been defined as the
summation on the right hand side of (4.39),
that is
\$>{cof = \{Mcof + \e{Mcof
(4.40)
Similarly we can write (4.40)
in terms of the filters
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\H{cof +\A{cof =1 (4A1)




Ifwe now sum (4.38) over all valid m in ourM - Band system and multiply both sides by




By substituting in the definitions that we have established for these sums we can
compactly write this as
{co)A{co) = e{Mco) (4.43)
This composite wavelet system is depicted graphically in Figure 4.4, the functions shown
are not to scale and are drawn to depict the embedded nature of the functions. The actual
shapes of the filters will be developed shortly, at which time will make reference to
Figure 4.4 for the design. The idea is that there is a series of wavelets that are embedded
within the composite wavelet such that the sum of their magnitudes results in the
composite wavelet itself.
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Scaling Function, Wavelets, and Composite Wavelet
im|
Figure 4.4 - Scaling function and composite wavelet (shown in dashes). The
M-l wavelets are embedded completely within the composite wavelet, such
that the sum of the squares is the composite wavelet itself.
One may ask if the composite wavelet obeys the laws laid out by individual wavelet
functions. In particular does the Poisson Summation formula apply to the composite
wavelet, implying that integer translates of itself form an orthogonal basis. These results
are explored in detail below.
The problem stated above is to determine if ^\[Q(co+ 2nk)]\ =C where C is some
p
constant value. If this holds true then the composite wavelet obeys the Poisson
summation formula and 9(n) can therefore be considered to be a form of wavelet. Before
we start the mathematical analysis it is important to get a nice visual representation of
the problem that it is we are dealing with. Equation (4.40) relates the scaling function to
the dilated scaling function and the dilated composite wavelet in the frequency domain,
with which we can generate the plot found in Figure 4.5. The outer shape is the squared
magnitude of the scaling function. Embedded within this function are two other
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functions, one of which is the composite wavelet dilated by a factor of M and the other
being the same scaling function also dilated by a factor ofM. The sum of the magnitude
squared of these two latter functions must be identically the scaling function itself. It can
now be simply seen that the shape of the composite wavelets frequency response is
immediately known when the scaling functions frequency response is known.
\{Mcof = \<&{cof -\{Mcof (4.44)
Scaling Function and Compostite Wavelet
Figure 4.5- Scaling function and theM
- Scale relationship




Recall that \&(Mcbj\ + Y)ftp (Mo}>\
= ft(<t where we have defined the summation to
p=0




















X ^(0+ 2^)1 =1 (4.47)
t=o
This implies that (4.46) simplifies to
]Tl = (M-l)
p=Q




which implies that our composite wavelet is orthogonal to integer translates of itself. A
similar approach to the filter A(co) shows that it obeys the same governing rules as the






From equation (4.40), the composite wavelets shape can be determined once we have developed
an expression for the associated scaling function. We have developed the rules for frequency
domain relationships between the individual wavelets and the composite wavelet provided in
(4.39) from which the form of each individual bandlimited wavelet can then be found. The 3db
points for the composite wavelet in the 2 - Band case occur at both tc and 2ti. Extending this




Figure 4.6 - The magnitude squared frequency response of the composite wavelet and its band edges.
As mentioned previously, this composite wavelet embeds the M-l wavelet FTs. Looking at the
structure of the composite wavelet yields clues as to how each individual wavelet's FT should
reside within the form presented by the composite wavelet itself. Ifwe take the starting band edge
of the first embedded wavelet's FT to coincide with the starting band edge of the composite
wavelet's FT and we take the stop band edge of the last embedded wavelet's FT to coincide with
the stop band edge of the composite wavelet's FT, we have sufficient clues on how the embedded
wavelet's FT should behave. As defined by the design there reside M-l wavelet FTs within the
composite wavelet. If we want to maintain uniform bandwidth we can write the average





This is consistent with the results of the Meyer wavelet and scaling function FTs. If one
reexamines Figure 3.7, it clearly indicates that the 3dB point of the scaling FT and the wavelet FT
intersect at the 3dB point located at ti radians. We can therefore assume that the 3dB points of all
wavelet FTs in the M - Band case should occur at intervals of (m+l)Tt for m
= 0,1...M-l and
proceed to verify the results with this
assumption.
We have already illustrated that the scaling
function essentially consists of three regions, a pass
band, a transition band and a stop band. The pass band
is identically equal to one in the range
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0<<< (/r-o.). Similarly, the stop band is zero for the region where co > n + a . The transition
band has also been defined to exist such that (4.36) is completely satisfied.
<_>(_&) = y{co) in the region {x - a) < co < {k + a)
The function that describes the transition band in the scaling function, y(co), must be such that
y{co)2
+ y{2n-co)2=l
This equation is only important in the regions defined in (4.51). We can define a function
y{co) that is the mirror image of y(co) in this region so that the above can be rewritten as
y{co)2+y{co)2=l
(4.52)
The composite wavelet is a band pass function that has five bands that of are interest to us, each
of which can be determined from the shape of the scaling function. In Figure 4.6 we can see that
the transition from stop band to pass band is defined as y(co). The composite wavelet maintains
the shape of a dilated scaling function after this transition, as shown in equation (4.40). If we
expand this function in (4.40) so that it is a function of co not Moo then the shape of the function
is defined not by <_>(co) but <|> -___ . This dilation causes the transition from pass band to stop
KM)
band to be governed by the function J I . We have already determined a function for y((0) in
\m)
previous sections when we defined the scaling function, we therefore have a complete
mathematical model for the magnitude of the frequency response for the composite wavelet as
seen in Figure 4.6.
We can now use the above defined function, f(a>), to describe the transition to pass band of the
first embedded wavelet's FT. Similarly, we can use J ___. to describe the transition to stop band
of the last embedded wavelet's FT. Using these details, along with the 3dB points defined by
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(4.50), we can derive the remaining transition bands of each individual embedded wavelet's FT.
As discussed above, the 3dB points of each wavelet's FT occur at (m+l)TC for m = 0,1...M-l (see
Figure 4.7). If for each embedded wavelet's FT we utilize a dilated transition to stop band
function, y(m) , dilated by the factor of (m+2) for m = 0, 1 . . .M-2 and center this function such that
the 3dB point occurs at the designated values of (m+2)Ti, we find that on the last dilation function
resides exactly on the stop band of the composite wavelet's FT. For instance in the M = 4 system
shown in Figure 4.7, the transition to stop band function of the first embedded wavelet's FT is
given by yi I, the second by yi ], and finally the third by J | which coincides with the
u \4,
transition to stop band of the M = 4 composite wavelet. The transition to pass bands can be
generated using the same logic as described above, or simply with the knowledge that the Poisson
summation formula must be satisfied. To satisfy this property, each transition to pass band must
correctly overlap the transition to stop bands of its neighboring wavelet's FT such that the sum of
the squares is identically one. The only way to properly satisfy this is if these bands are the mirror
images of the overlapping transition to stop bands or, identically, dilated versions of y(co). Once
again referencing Figure 4.7, the first transition to pass band in our M
= 4 system would be y(a>)
fco
and the final transition to pass band, occurring at (M-l)7t, would be f
v 3 ,
Assuming that the transition band of each wavelet embedded within the composite wavelet
occurs at multiples of the average wavelet bandwidth ti, then to maintain the shape of the








for (m + \\n-a)<co <(m + \)(n + a)
for (m + \\n + a)<co <(m + 2)(n + a)
for (m + 2\k -a)<ax(m + 2)(n + a)
otherwise
(4.53)
Composite Wavelet and EmbeddedWavelet Functions
|8()|-
x-a % j_+a 2t.-2oi In 2j7+2o< 377-3a 37.
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3tt+3q 47i+4a
Figure 4.7 - The composite wavelet and the embedded wavelet functions. Notice the
7(0)) and y{co) as transition bands of each wavelet.






Previously, we defined a such that the scaling function and the composite wavelet correctly
interact. There is an issue with this value that arises when dealing with individual wavelets. If we
choose a to be exactly then the transition to pass
band of the last wavelet will extend
M+\
past the transition to stop band of the first wavelet. This
will create issues as all wavelets will
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overlap one another, clearly violating the Poisson Summation that has been already determined.
As we have indicated, we want the transition bands y(co) and y(co) to overlap without the
interference from other wavelet filters. Essentially we require that only neighboring wavelet
bands can overlap in the transition band. For this to hold true we need to examine the bounds on
the last transition to pass band, (M-l), and the second to last transition to stop band (M-2). In the
best case scenario these two bands can be neighboring points, we therefore write
{M - l)n - (M - l)a > {M - 2)n + {M - 2)a
Solving this equation for a, uniquely determines a new value of a that limits our choice for the
original scaling function design.
a < (4.55)
2M-1
The result in (4.55) provides our governing value for the wavelet design and supercedes the
one presented in (4.33). Generating a scaling function, as we did in (4.35), using the a term
given in (4.55) generates appropriate band limited orthogonal M - Band wavelets. It should be
noted that in the two - Band case (M=2) the above equation reduces to the basic Meyer scaling
function and boundary conditions. It is only coincidence that the results shown in (4.34) appear
to work for M=2.
As the number of bands (M) in our design increases our restriction on a becomes tighter and
tighter. This is due the fact that for larger number of bands we require obviously more filters.
Because each filter widens as we move further from v_/0(co) we have more opportunities for
wavelet functions to overlap. If we pull the transition bands in we prevent them from overlapping
and violating the M-Scale relation in (4.39).
W.W.
Jones'
solution to this problem ended in the
a term shown in (4.33). For this expression as M increases the a term becomes closer to ti. This
immediately dictates that the scaling function and wavelet
tend to spread out in frequency
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(resulting in a narrower time pulse) as the number of bands grows without bound. We have found
that this is not the case but instead the a term has an inverse relationship to the number of filters
in the system. In this case as M increases, a approaches zero, moving our scaling function closer
to the ideal Shannon scaling function. This shows that as M increases our filters in the system
move toward the uniform bandwidth ti. It becomes clear at this point that theM - Band extension
actually places further restrictions on our allowable choices for the SRRC pulse, indicating that
the pulse can only be considered a valid wavelet in a tighter range of roll-off parameter as M
increases.
4.4 Phase Response of the Scaling Function and Wavelets
For this development it is essential that we have already derived the appropriate
expressions for the magnitudes of theM - Band wavelets and scaling function. Due to the
non ideal nature of these filters, there are overlapping regions in the magnitude solution.
Phase solutions for these functions that are relative to the scaling function, H(co), can
provide for the proper cancellation as needed for our system to satisfy the orthogonality
criterion.
From the orthogonalitly of the scaling function and wavelet we can write
J]&(tv +
2nk}*
{co + 2nk) = 0
*""
(4-56)
2*F. {co + 2nk)]{co + 2nk) = 0 for i,
je{0,l...M-
2} where i * j















for ie {0,1...M-2} (4.57)












= 0 forme {1,2- -M-l} (4.59)
The bounds on (4.59) become critical in the phase solution development and it should be
clearly noted that they extend across all integer k. We are only interested in the phase for
the adjacent wavelets and scaling function due to the physical structure of the system.
The filters are designed such that only these neighboring functions overlap. Non-adjacent
wavelets immediately satisfy the orthogonal relationships due to the product always
being identically zero, which is attributed to these filters non overlapping regions of
support. We define a new variable, q, that indexes the overlapping regions as follows
q
= {0,l,2...M-2}
Figure 4.8 illustrates the first pair, P0(co) and Pi(co), overlap where q=0. The second pair, q=l,
would define the region where Pi(co) and P2(co) overlap, and so on until the final pair PM-2(co) and
PM_i(C0) overlap . With q, we can develop an expression for the required shift to properly satisfy
cancellation of these overlapping regions in (4.59). If we










2M-2{q + l) 2
The resulting phase shift required







This results in the relationship between scaling function and wavelets as
( 2n\
pM=Pn,MK-i 0} +~ forme {1,2...M-l} (4.62)
v M J
A detailed development of the phase relationship can be found in Appendix C. Firstly it
should be noted that the z(q) term does not always result in integer shifts. They are
designed to rotate the shifts around the unit circle at the proper points so that cancellation
properly occurs. Also each shift is with respect to the previous wavelet or scaling
function. This implies that the total shift is accumulative, and with respect to the scaling
function (which is defined with a phase of zero) the relative shifts continue to increase.
We must now show that these phases do indeed satisfy the constraints placed on us in
(4.59). To do this we will invoke a graphical argument and an example set of filters of
M=4. It can be shown that this method will satisfy all filter orders, regardless if the order
is even or odd. We present the methods for this particular case but the procedure remains
the same for all higher orders as well. Firstly we illustrate the separation between the













Figure 4.8 - Overlap of selected regions in the frequency domain (forM=4 as illustration). Phase will
be used to eliminate the product
"bumps"
shown at the bottom.
For M=4 as we cycle through the summation formula in (4.59), it can be clearly seen
that the bumps shift by an amount 7t/2. Therefore after each shift the next product will
reside directly on top of the previous, this continues without bound. In order for the
product to cancel out we must apply the proper phase to each frequency shifted version in
the amount
e~17c
. This implies that overlapping regions have opposite phase such
then-
products sum to zero. This can be graphically seen in Figure 4.9, the y axis of the graph
indicates the shift index that the summation is currently in and the x axis indicates the
region where the product exists. The idea is to apply the proper phase to each shift so that
the sums of all the shifts cancel out to be identically zero. At each shift index there is a
corresponding phase that is applied to
the wavelet so that this cancellation occurs, this
value is given on the far left and is multiplied by the index before the shift occurs. The
first row at the bottom of the chart is used to represent the overlap in Figure 4.8, the two
additional blocks filled in that row are due to the periodic nature of the filters. Two
shades of gray that are used in Figure 4.9
to represent the phase of the block in question,
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the darker shade implies a zero phase and the lighter gray is a phase of ji. Summing down
the columns in our plot results in a zero value, due to the magnitudes being the same but
the signal being n radians out of phase with the previous block. This zero value indicates
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Figure 4.9 - The progressive phase cancellation of the scaling function and wavelet that occurs in
(4.62)
The same procedure occurs for the remaining wavelets paying close attention to the fact
that the overlapping regions in the wavelets are not
located at 7t/4, but instead change as
the filters progress. The number of phases applied also changes for the next wavelet pair,
for proper cancellation we require 4 phases so that the overlap results in a sum of zero.
We have employed 4 shades of gray to illustrate the for phases
needed. In this case the
phases are pair wise orthogonal. The last plot shows the phase relationship for the second
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and final wavelet. This plot returns to the phase pattern of the scaling function and first
wavelet but the starting location of the overlapping region differs. These locations,












Phase cancellation for first and second wavelet for M=4.
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Phase cancellation for second and last wavelet for M=4
Original Overlap 0
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In this section we present several cases under which our above developed theory
applies. We start be generating an orthogonal bandlimited M
- Band wavelet construction
with M=4. We will assume a best case a for an extreme case. In this set we will apply the
complete construction technique for the scaling function composite wavelet, the three
embedded wavelets and associated filters. We will then refine our results by generating a
second filter bank by using a tighter a of tt/40. This set will then be applied to a signal
for demonstration of the decomposition and construction process. We will illustrate the
error of the reconstruction process to show that given our chosen number of filter taps the
error is minimal due to the FIR approximation. As a final example we will illustrate the
design for aM=7 filter bank.
We start with the knowledge that our system is broken into four separate bands. Referring to
(4.55) we see that
n n
a = -. r = (5.1)
(2-4-1) 7
We use this fact to construct our y(co) function for the scaling function. We have shown
that any function that satisfies (4.52) will generate an
acceptable M - Band system. For
this case we have chosen y(oo) to take on a section of the
cosine function. We have chosen
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this particular function for y(co) but, as stated, the design is not restricted to this shape.
There may be situations where this shape could be tailored to suit the transforms
application.











Figure 5.1 - y(a) and y(ft.) forM=4 and a=7i/7
Defining this function, y(co), is crucial to the remainder of the wavelet development, for
as we have seen, this function defines the remainder of the filter bank development. From
this shape and our knowledge of the bounds on the scaling function, we can now readily
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Figure 5.2-M=4 Meyer scaling function, <_>(<).
The M scale relationship that we developed in (4.44) allows to quickly develop the
composite wavelet which will contain the embedded wavelets of ourM - Band system.















Figure 5.3 - Scaling function and associated composite wavelet
forMeyer 4 band
filter bank. There are 3 embedded wavelets within the composite wavelet shown.
The rising edge of the composite wavelet is
defined by the y{co) shown in Figure 5.1.
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We have also already established that the shape of the composite wavelet is derived from
the shape of the dilated scaling function. This implies that the falling edge of the filter (in
'(O^
ourM = 4 case) is governed by the shape given by y .As previously mentioned there
vty
are three wavelets embedded in the composite wavelet design. These three functions are
also uniquely described by the y(co) that we arrived at. The midpoint of each transition
occurs at (m+l)7l where m is the wavelet function index {0,1,2}. Each successive
wavelet dilates the y(co) function by another factor of M. The passband region of each
wavelet is identically one and the stop band identically zero. From this we can arrive at
all three embedded wavelets, which is clearly illustrated in Figure 5.4.
Scaling function <(&>), 3 wavelet filters ^(&>),
composite wavelet 0(w)
0 5 10 15
Figure 5.4 - Scaling function and wavelets embedded within
the composite wavelet for M=4.
The overlap of the functions
in Figure 5.4 is quite severe, this is due to our choice of a.
From Figure 5.4 we can see that the embedded wavelets frequency response does indeed
sum to the composite wavelets. In addition it can also be
seen from this figure that the
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sum of the squares of all wavelet frequency responses and scaling function frequency
response results in the dilated scaling function, this is what we would expect from the M
scale relationship. Figure 5.5 illustrates the scaling function and wavelets in the time
domain, notice the signals do indeed oscillate outward toward infinity but the majority of
the energy is contained within a narrow range around the origin. It can be shown that
these signals are all orthogonal to one another and that their energies meet the
requirements set up in earlier sections of this document. The scaling function and the
corresponding wavelets are also smooth and closely resemble the dyadic Meyer
representation. One point that we should notice in this example is the duration under
which the signal energy is spread. We will find that as we increase our a term the energy
will be supported less compactly than in the case below. This implies that if we are
modeling these functions with a finite number of taps we will need
to utilize more
coefficients for wavelets with smaller a terms. This is presented in Figure 5.9 clearly.
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Figure 5.5 - Time domain representation of theMeyer wavelets as scaling function forM=4.
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The corresponding filters for these functions are generated using equations (4.26) and
(4.38). These are depicted in Figure 5.6. The shown filters are generated by truncating the
number of samples of the time domain representation using a boxcar window. This
approximation is not ideal and accounts for any loss in the pass band during
implementation. They are clearly band limited filters which closely resemble their
corresponding scaling functions and wavelet. The filters shown are H(co), Go(co), Gi(co)
and G2(co) respectively. As mentioned above the overlap is significant but can be reduced
by choosing a smaller a term. The filter taps can be derived directly from the Fourier
transform of the filters in Figure 5.1 with phase applies in the frequency domain as given
by expression (4.62).
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Scaling filter and 3 wavelet filters
Figure 5.6 - Sample filters forM=4 and a=7t/7.
The example given above was the largest value of a that could be used without resulting
in overlap between the non-neighboring filters. The filters provide a nice illustration of
the development process but generate bands that have a large amount of frequency
redundancy. This redundancy causes the filters not to have nice bounds under which the
signal is decomposed, but instead we get large portions of the decomposed signal
replicated across adjacent bands. Clearly this is not an issue as the filters themselves are
designed as a perfect reconstruction filter bank and handle this redundancy. This overlap
can never be completely eliminated but can be reduced by creating filters with tighter a
term. One side effect of tightening this parameter is that the resulting filters require a
larger number of taps to properly contain the majority of
the filter energy when
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approximation methods are being used. The example given below will illustrate the
results of aM=4 filter with a set to tc/40. The development of these functions is the same
as the method utilized above, with the only difference being in the value that was chosen
for a. Figure 5.7 illustrates the resulting scaling function and wavelet FTs and Figure 5.8
show the corresponding filters.
Scaling function and wavelets
0 2 4 6 8 10 12
14
Figure 5.7 - Scaling function and wavelets for the
M=4 case. Here we have let oc=7t/40
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Scaling filter and 3 wavelet filters
Figure 5.8 - Corresponding filters for H(a_) and Gm((o). Notice the much tighter bounds on these
filters than in the previous example.
Figure 5.9 shows the resulting scaling function and wavelets require more taps due to
the fact that they have energy spread further out in time. These functions can be
contrasted against the a=7c/7 case in Figure 5.5 to see the effect of the tightening of this a
term. We utilize these filters generated to decompose and recompose the arbitrary input
signal in Figure 5.10 composed of 5 sine waves of various frequencies and phases spread
over the allotted frequency band (Fs = 8kHz).
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Wavelet Function ^(t) Wavelet Function #,(*!
Figure 5.9 - M-Band scaling functions and wavelets in the
time domain. HereM=4 and a=7t/40.
Notice the spread of the signal in reference to theM=4 case.
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The input signal is passed through the scaling filter and each wavelet filter then
decimated by a factor of M to provide the results in Figure 5.11. This represents each
output from the four filter bands, low pass, two band pass, and high pass respectively.
The synthesis filters in the are simply the flipped versions of the analysis filters. We can
then pass the up-sampled results of each band through these synthesis filters and by
summing them together obtain the original sequence, presumably with no error. There is,
however, a small amount of error due to the FIR approximation methods that we used.
Our filters utilized a 100 taps with an a of 71/40. The resulting recomposed signal is
shown in Figure 5.12 with the error signal depicted in Figure 5.13. If the amount of error
is determined to be unacceptable one can implement an IIR design different from the FIR
approximation that we have used. We have also used a boxcar window to truncate our
filter taps, it may be better to utilize a smoother windowing function like the Hamming or
Blackman window. Our particular example resulted in a mean squared error (MSE) of
8.9347E"4
and a signal to noise ratio (SNR) of 68.9dB.
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ORIGINAL INPUT SIGNAL
Figure 5.10 - Original input signal composed of 5 sine waves of arbitrary phase
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Low Pass Approximator.
Figure 5.11 - Low pass approximation and three band details for the orthogonalM=4, 0=71/40,
bandlimited wavelet decomposition. The results are the filtered and decimated signal.
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RECONSTRUCTED SIGNAL ERROR SIGNAL




SNR = 63 9523
m^0)^^
Figure 5.12, 5.13- The reconstructed signal and the error signal. The error in this system is
completely attributed to the approximation of the filters by using a finite number of filter taps. This
is especially apparent in systems with small a terms.
As a final example we will provide the results of a seven - Band wavelet system. The a
term used here is again maximum value. In this case our maximum a term is sufficiently
small in its own regard to require a large number of taps to approximate each wavelet and
scaling filter. For M=7 we have an a of tt/13. We show the scaling function, the
composite wavelet and the corresponding 6 band limited wavelets in Figure 5.14
This system generates a set of 7 filters that will be used to decompose the input signal.
In this case there is a single low pass approximation filter, a single high pass detail filter
and 5 band pass detail filters. As in the four
- Band case, these filters can be used to
break the input into 7 separate bands for analysis and reconstruction. The importance in
the choice of the a term is more apparent in this system as the overlap is spread
throughout all the filters in this system. Again all 7 filters are strictly band limited
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resulting in wavelets and a scaling function that extends across all t. The importance of
this example is that it illustrates a design where M is odd valued. There is no limitation
on the value placed on M which increases the flexibility of the filter design.
MAGNITUDE FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF THE SCALING FUNCTION
AND SIX CORRJSPONDINGWAVELET FILTERS FORM=7
Figure 5.14 - Magnitude response of aM=7 wavelet filter bank. The a was chosen to be the
extreme





Wavelets have been shown to be an effective method of signal analysis. Their influence
has spread to a multitude of signal processing applications. The link between the wavelet
transform and filter banks opened up entire new theories and applications that have
proven to be highly efficient and practical in application. From the earliest papers by
Meyer and Mallat to the current papers of Vaidyanathan, Nguyen, and Vetterli, wavelets
have grown into a mature field of the engineering sciences. In this thesis we examined
one particular group ofwavelets, aM
- Band orthogonal bandlimited wavelet and scaling
function, and applied the theory to generate a set of wavelet functions and filters. Of
particular interest is the a term that provides a mathematical constraint on how rapidly
the scaling function must transition from pass band to stop band. This term as discussed
by other authors [4] in particular needed to be modified to properly support the
neighboring wavelets. It was shown that
without the correct term, non-adjacent wavelets
could overlap which would violate the governing
Poisson Summation formula. The
design of these band limited wavelets is governed by determining a function, y(co), that
satisfies a squared sum relationship. With this function determined, the scaling function
and all subsequent wavelets can immediately be derived. Each wavelet and scaling
function is band limited and results in an IIR filter. We further showed that a phase shift
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is required between each successive wavelet to provide us with a solution to the
orthogonality issues that are encountered in the wavelet design. The general design
provides only a solution for the magnitude response of the filters, as described by the
Poisson Summation formula. Separate steps are required to apply the proper phase shift
of the filter so that perfect reconstruct is possible. In the process of developing the
specific theory we also covered a generalM-Band filter and wavelet theory.
Many implementations ofM - Band wavelets have been designed in previous works by
Vaidyanathan, Nguyen, Vetterli and others. Typically these filters are FIR filters with
nice linear PR-QMF properties. One advantage that our design offers is in the smoothness
of the band limited wavelet. This smoothness factor is particularly useful in image
processing systems where the transitions tend to be hard edges. Our wavelet design offers
an orthogonal band limited M - Band wavelet solution with nice filtering characteristics.
The disadvantage to this approach is clearly in implementation. Utilizing an IIR filter can
prove to be a difficult task, although computationally more efficient. We took the
approach to model the scaling filter and wavelet filter with an FIR filter. This resulted in
us having to utilize a large number of taps (100) to generate the filter response that we
desired. The filters were used to analyze and reconstruct an arbitrary input signal
consisting of 5 sine waves with
random phase. The resulting decomposition and
reconstruction resulted in a signal with a mean squared error (MSE) of
8.9347E"4
and a
signal to noise ratio (SNR) of 68.9dB.
The design offers flexibility in the choice of the number bands, M, in the bank. In
particular there is no restriction on whether the value is even or odd. This allows designs
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suited to any number of required bands. We previously discussed to close simpliarity of
the scaling function to the SRRC pulse. This relationship suggests a close relationship of
these waveforms to communications. As W.W. Jones has pointed out in [4], these
wavelets are ideally suited for waveforms in multi carrier modulation, their orthogonal
and perfect reconstruction qualities provide for ideal non interfering waveform in this
technique. The scaling function and each wavelet can be used as orthogonal waveforms
to shape a data source via a PN chip sequence in a spread spectrum communication
system. The M - Band nature of the filter bank allows for a uniform distribution of
bandwidth, optimally distributing the information source across the allocated channel.
Also as a result of the theory developed in this thesis, steps have recently been taken to
generate a model for an analogue voice scrambling technique to be embedded in a
commercial high frequency radio. This wavelet analogue voice security (WAVS) feature
is currently under investigation as next generation scrambling solution to analogue voice.
Current methods employ a Fourier transform method to separate an input signal into
frequency bands prior to scrambling. The filters of the current analogue voice security
(AVS) are being replaced with wavelets as described above. It is believed that the result
will be a higher fidelity, higher security scrambling technique using approximately the
same number ofMIPS as the previous generation AVS. In addition several recent papers
have explored the intricacies of the Meyer wavelet, it is believed that the approaches and
developments in this thesis can be applied to the results ofmentioned papers as well.
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Appendix A
The Relationship of the a Parameter to the Roll
off Factor in the Square Root Raised Cosine
(SRRC) pulse
As indicated in previous sections the a parameter that is used to describe the transition
from start band to stop band of the scaling function is closely related to the roll off factor
of the square root raised cosine pulse (SRRC). In the SRRC this roll off parameter is used
to define the shape of the SRRC pulse as defined below
* =
1
1 + cos pH-*b-P))
for 0<\co\<n{l-f3)
forn{l-P)<\co\<n{l + /3) (A.i)




If we return to (4.35) where we have defined the scaling function for our M
- Band
system we can see that the a parameter also defines the regions where the transition
occurs from pass band to stop band. The relationship
between the a parameter and the
roll off parameter (3 can be determined by examining the behavior of these parameters at
the bounds of the function. Namely from (4.35) and (A.I),
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{n + a) = n{l + j3)






Although 0</?<l is a valid range for the SRRC pulse we have imposed tighter
restrictions on a that will limit the valid available choices of roll off factor. In particular





Careful notice should be made of (3's dependency on M, the number of bands in the filter
bank. As we increase the number of bands we further restrict our available choices of
SRRC pulses as valid scaling functions. Compiling these results together into (A.l) we




1 + cos (\co I - {n - a))
for 0 < \co\ < {n
-
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for \co\ >{n + a)




Definition of the CompositeWavelet
Because a matrix and its inverse are commute, we can reverse the order of (4.24) without
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Expanding the first row of the matrix multiplication yields the summation
M-l
E|/?M2=i




Recall that we have redefined the filters H(co) and Gm(co) to be elements of the P matrix. With




The M scale relationships in (4.6) and (4.7) are reiterated here for reference
M<&(Mco) = C(co)$>(co)
MVm{Ma)= Dm (ffl>3>(4 m = 0,1 . . . M - 2
(p.b)
In addition recall that we have defined H(co) =
^ '
and G (co) - . This allows us to
M M





Substituting these values in (B.7) and (B.8) back into (B.4) allows us to write our final equation
M-l
2
\(cof = \(Mcof + Y,ftm {Mco) (B.9)
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Appendix C
Phase Response ofM - Band Bandlimited
Wavelets
Assume that there are M filters, Pm(co), where me {0,1...M -l} as defined by the magnitude
solution in the above derivation. For all filters Pn(co) and Pm(co), only adjacent filters, |m-n|=l
where m,ne {0,1...M l), have overlapping areas where the phase solution becomes critical.
All other filters by their magnitude solutions are implicitly orthogonal to one another. For each
neighboring filter pair we can index the regions of overlap with the quantity q
wherege {0,1...M -2}. Here q=0 indexes P0(co) and Pi(co) overlap, q=l indexes Pi(co) and
P2(-_) overlap, and so forth up to q=M-2 which indexes Pm-2(<*>) and PM-i(w) overlap.
For any given q, we define a new function Qq(co) as
Qq{cD)=Pq{co)KM
(c.i)
Qq(co) is 2tc periodic and we need only concern ourselves with canceling over a single period,
-n <CO<n
^
t0 properly cancel all periods of the
function. The form that Qq(co) takes is
defined by the products of two neighboring filters. In a single period, this product results in two
"humps"
where the filters overlap. These humps will be centered and symmetric about the points
~
M (C2)
The symmetry is critical in the
cancellation and is due to the relationships between y{co) and
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' v ) that were used to define the scaling and wavelet filter FTs. From (4.59) we can write
k= M J (C.3)
We start by assigning a phase of zero to the scaling filter, P0(co). It is then possible to assign a
linear phase to P^co) with respect to the phase of P0(co) that will provide for cancellation of the
terms in (C.3). This process can then be iterated for each neighboring filter so that (C.3) is
satisfied across all filters. Each assigned phase is with respect to the previous filters phase, which
implies that the phase with respect to the scaling filter is accumulative.
Iterating equation (C.3) over various values of k shows that for each iteration the function
2n
Qq(Cfl) is shifted by an amount . If we define a new function, pq(co), that when multiplied by
the magnitude function, |Pq+1(co)|, results in assigning a phase to the filter without causing





The expression in (C.4) defines a function that has a unity magnitude and a phase defined by
the function z(q). At this point we need to define the function z(q) to provide for proper
cancellation.
For each Qq(co), equation (C.3) must be iterated q+1 times before the
"humps"
will overlap and
provide us with an opportunity to cancel the phase. This will be valid for all q in which the center
point of the "hump", COq , satisfies
W<f (C.5)













coincide with values in the next period of Qq(co). The equation in (C.3)
must be then iteratedM-(q+l) times for any
l~ U n\co\>
I q\ 2 (C8)
before the opportunity of cancellation can occur. In each of these two scenarios, when overlap
occurs, we must have assigned a phase of exactly n to the shifted Qq(co) to force (C.3). We do this
by assigning the phase of Pq+i(co) such that the product in (C. 1) has phase
ZQq (to) = ZPq (co)
- ZPq+, (co) = ZPq (co)
- [zPq (co) + aco\ = -z(q)o) (C.9)
The negative sign in (C.9) is a result of the complex conjugate in (C.l).
If we divide the unit circle, e"jt0, into M units we can determine the value that z(q) must take to
provide for the cancellation in (C.3). As explained earlier there are two regions, those defined by
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When substituted back into (C.4) this gives the proper relative phase between neighboring filters
so that cancellation of overlapping regions can occur.
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